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For non-accountant hospitality managers, accounting and financial management is often perceived as an inaccessible
part of the business. Yet having a grasp of accounting basics is a key part of management. Using an 'easy to read' style,
this book provides a comprehensive overview of the most relevant accounting information for hospitality managers. It
demonstrates how to organise and analyse accounting data to help make informed decisions with confidence. With its
highly practical approach, this new Edition: Quickly develops the reader's ability to adeptly use and interpret accounting
information to further organisational decision making and control Demonstrates how an appropriate analysis of financial
reports can drive your business strategy forward from a well-informed base Develops mastery of key accounting
concepts through financial decision making cases that take a hospitality manager's perspective on business issues
Presents accounting problems in the context of a range of countries and currencies Includes a new chapter that
addresses a range of financial management topics that include share market workings, agency issues, dividend policy as
well as operating and financial leverage Includes a further new chapter that provides a financial perspective on revenue
management Includes accounting problems at the end of each chapter to be used to test knowledge and apply
understanding to real life situations Offers extensive web support for instructors and students that includes powerpoint
slides, solutions to end of chapter problems, test bank and additional exercises. The book is written in an accessible and
engaging style and structured logically with useful features throughout to aid students’ learning and understanding. It is a
key resource for all future hospitality managers.
A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680922936. Principles of Accounting is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course that covers the
fundamentals of financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically designed to appeal to both accounting and
non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to build a strong
foundation that can be applied across business fields. Each chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's
college student. Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each chapter, allowing students to build on
emerging accounting knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed
business processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of accounting in order to reinforce
concepts and promote comprehension over rote memorization.
Managerial Accounting places an emphasis on teaching students to use accounting information to best manage an
organisation, focus on critical thinking. Connect is the easy-to-use assignment and digital learning solution that
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empowers students to achieve better outcomes and instructors to become more efficient. New! SmartBook 2.0 identifies
and closes knowledge gaps through a continually adapting reading and questioning experience that helps students
master the key concepts in the chapter.
This well-established and widely adopted textbook, now in its 14th edition, continues to provide an in-depth and insightful
analysis of the modern theories and practices of Cost Accounting. That the book has gone into its 14th edition and
several reprints is a testimony of its wide acceptance by the students, academics and professionals. Primarily intended
for postgraduate and undergraduate students of Commerce and Management, the book will be of immense benefit to the
students pursuing professional courses offered by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI), Institute of Cost
Accountants of India (ICAI), Institute of Company Secretaries of India (ICSI), and those pursuing the Chartered Financial
Analyst (CFA) course. Now, in its 14th edition, the book has been suitably revised meeting the latest syllabi requirement
of various courses. The chapter on “Strategic Cost Management” has been updated to make it indispensible to modern
management to enhance the competitive advantage of the firm. Besides, many chapters have been overhauled and
updated, especially the chapters covering basic concepts and terms, classification of costs and cost sheet, activity based
costing, marginal costing, relevant cost analysis and management decisions, capital budgeting decisions, and cost audit.
The book also includes some of the cost standards set by ICAI, a wide array of illustrations, worked-out examples, and
practice exercises. Besides, a large number of MCQs are given online for the students to practice and self evaluation.
MCQs are critical in proper understanding and practice of theories and concepts. Also, CIMA Official Terminology is
provided online to keep students and professionals abreast of relevant terms used in today's business environment. For
online material, visit https://www.phindia.com/banerjee_cost_ accounting_theory. TARGET AUDIENCE • B.Com
(Hons.)/BBA • MBA/M.Com • Students pursuing professional courses to become CA, CMA, CFA, CS.
This book is an adaptation of the successful US text "Cost Management" by Hilton, Maher and Selto, written specifically
for an international audience. Major improvements include: Diverse and truly international examples of organizations Examples used throughout the book are from all over the world and represent manufacturing, retail, not-for-profit, and
service firms in many different countries. Completely restructured and rewritten text - The book has been rewritten,
restructured and also shortened significantly to align content closer with international courses. Integral use of
spreadsheets - Spreadsheet software is used for explaining techniques and making applications more realistic. In depth
research - Summaries of international research studies that address important cost management issues have been
updated and more references to recent research findings have been added. Intuitive explanation of accounting - The
authors show directly how events impact the balance sheet and profit and loss account
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The first edition of this book-Taxation in Ghana: A Fiscal Policy Tool for Development- is the product of considerable tax research from 1943
to 2018, spanning a period of 75 years and grounded in knowledge and concepts; as well as, applications through an extended period of tax
practice, teaching and learning; combined with international exposure. A lot of insights have been illuminated based on lessons learned and
drawn from other countries, including the United States of America to enrich the contents. Against the backdrop of the dynamic nature of
taxation and fiscal policy. Most of the existing taxation books in Ghana focused on tax practice. So, the purpose of this book is to bridge the
taxation scholarship gap. In addition to traditionally-treated topics in most taxation books in Ghana, the novelty in this book is the inclusion of
important topics on tax planning, tax reforms, and tax administration, and many more. As a result, specific recommendations have been
proffered for the consideration of policy makers in developing countries. References and Acts of Parliament; supported by appendices have
been provided for further studies on the subject. A true story of the first major oil discovery in Ghana by Mr. George Yaw Owusu with M.
Rutledge McCall published 2017 in the United States of America: In Pursuit of JUBILEE was used to enrich the discussion on petroleum (Oil
and Gas) in Chapter 48 of this textbook. Additionally, Apostle Professor Opoku Onyinah of the Church of Pentecost has been presented for
his phenomenal transformational leadership in Africa in Chapter 66. The book has been designed for: (1) Individual study, (2) Group study,
(3) Lecture material, (4) Policy Manual, and (5) library or reference.
The emphasis of Managerial Accounting, 9th edition is on teaching students to use accounting information to best manage an organization. In
a practice Hilton pioneered in the first edition, each chapter is written around a realistic business or focus company that guides the reader
through the topics of that chapter. Known for balanced examples of Service, Retail, Nonprofit and Manufacturing companies, Hilton offers a
clear, engaging writing style that has been praised by instructors and students alike. As in previous editions, there is significant coverage of
contemporary topics such as activity-based costing, target costing, the value chain, customer profitability analysis, and throughput costing
while also including traditional topics such as job-order costing, budgeting and performance evaluation.
In order to survive in the changing business environment,organisations should rethink their strategic philosophy and the role of management
accounting. The primary focus of this book is on techniques and concepts of cost and management accounting for strategic business
decisions.It focuses on both conventional and contemporary issues.The book will serve as a reference source for practicing accountants,
senior executives and managers working in human resources, operations, and accounting divisions. As the principal focus of this book is on
conceptual foundations, it would also be ideal for courses in graduate programs such as master's degree, MBA or Executive MBA.
Explains how faculty members can improve their teaching methods or how accounting units can improve their curricula/programs.
Revised edition of the authors's Managerial accounting, 2014.

Learning Financial Accounting can often feel like learning a foreign language to students, in particular when terminology and
procedure is piled on before core concepts are truly mastered. Introductory Financial Accounting for Business is an innovative
approach that emphasizes critical thinking over the rote memorization of terms, such as “debits” and “credits”. The sequential
learning model employed by the authors helps students see the bottom-line consequences of financial statements as it relates to
the overall business, better preparing them for careers as accountants, entrepreneurs, and decision-makers. The authors focus
initially on conceptual underpinnings -- the reasons why we approach procedures the way we do – rather than confusing students
by front-loading the material with over-complicated details. Author Chris Edmonds has also created a highly popular and widely
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used series of video lectures, which engage students by clearly and charismatically going over each learning objective in a
conversational style. These videos help reinforce important lessons and are always available for review. By developing this
stronger foundation, students understand Accounting ideas more broadly and are able to ultimately learn procedural applications
more quickly and accurately. With a straightforward writing style and highly engaging video lectures, this dynamic author team
leads students down a streamlined learning path focused on critical thinking, clarity of concept, and applicability of material to the
real world.
This book adopts the viewpoint of the marketer and follows a marketing decision-making sequence rather than traditional legal
classifications. While dealing with laws which impose controls over the activities of marketers, the book also explains how the law
can be used to obtain a competitive advantage in the marketplace.
The authors have kept the text concise by focusing on the key concepts students need to master. Opening vignettes & 'in action'
boxes show realistic applications of these concepts throughout. Comprehensive end-of-chapter problems provide students with all
the practice they need to fully learn each concept.
Discover the managerial accounting text written to complement the way you study and learn! CORNERSTONES OF
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING, 3E, INTERNATIONAL EDITION uses a unique framework to show you the key concepts, or
Cornerstones, of accounting. As you come to understand these fundamental calculations, you will develop critical problem-solving
skills to make real business decisions.
Basic Management Accounting for the Hospitality Industry uses a step by step approach to enable students to independently
master the field. This second edition contains many new themes and developments, including: the essence of the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) integration of the changes caused by the evolution of the Uniform System of Accounts for
the Lodging Industry (USALI) the extension of price elasticity of demand, and addition of income and cross elasticities the addition
of break-even time (BET) as an additional method of analysing capital investments Up-to-date and comprehensive coverage, this
textbook is essential reading for hospitality management students. Additional study and teaching materials can be found on
www.hospitalitymanagement.noordhoff.nl

With its unique range of international case studies, real-life examples and comprehensive coverage of the latest
management control-related tools and techniques, this second edition of Management Control Systems is the ideal guide
to this complex and multidimensional subject.
This new Southern African edition of Kim Langfield-Smith and Helen Thorne's best-selling Australian Management
Accounting text explains the contemporary role of management accounting in organisations - supporting a company's
quest for enhancing shareholder and customer value. The effective management of resources, both financial and nonfinancial, is essential to creating value. Retaining the strategic approach and comprehensive coverage but thoroughly
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adapted for Southern Africa, Management Accounting Southern African edition is suitable for the one- or two-semester
undergraduate course, and is ideal for use over two years of study.
This wide-ranging reader locates supply chain management, leanproduction and related practice within the holistic
concept oftotal product systems. Demonstrates the strategic relevance of managing supply chainsand supply networks to
organizational performance and to a range ofbusiness functions, including finance, design, production,environmental
management, information systems, and marketing. Considers sustainable supply chain management across theservice,
manufacturing and process sectors. Reflects the radical changes in organizational beliefs,practices and processes that
are necessary for a shift to supplychain management in contemporary, global, competitiveconditions. Considers
particular issues and challenges for micro, small,and medium-sized enterprises. Contains readings that are
interdisciplinary and internationalin focus.
Introduction to Managerial Accounting, 4/e by Brewer/Garrison/Noreen is based on the market-leading text, Managerial
Accounting, by Garrison, Noreen and Brewer. However, this is not simply a briefer book with chapters removed; B/G/N
has been rethought and retooled to meet the needs of the market. B/G/N 4/e is a more accessible, yet thoroughly studentfriendly text that satisfies the basic needs of the managerial accounting student without unnecessary depth on advanced
topics associated with the follow-up course: cost accounting/cost management. Faculty and students alike will find this
new edition has retained the hallmark features of the Garrison brand: author-written supplements, excellent readability,
terrific examples, and balanced end-of-chapter material.
For courses in Introduction to Management Accounting. Get refreshed with Horngren/Sundem/Stratton's Introduction to
Management Accounting, Twelfth Edition. This best-selling text offers a relevant, real-world decision-making approach to
management accounting. Students develop a solid understanding of costs and cost behavior and the use of cost
information for planning and control decisions, not just inventory valuation. An exceptionally strong pedagogy and
supplements package and flexible structure provide instructors with great latitude in choosing various combinations of
breadth and depth, theory and procedures, simplicity and complexity. The Twelfth Edition now includes student-oriented
real-world company examples such as Nantucket Nectars and McDonalds; new "Cognitive Exercises" and "Business
First" boxes, new on-line courses and tutorial software package resources, and a new CD-ROM series, "Mastering
Accounting."
The emphasis of MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING, 6e is on teaching students to use accounting information to best manage an
organization. In a practice Hilton pioneered in the first edition, each chapter is written around a realistic business or focus company
that guides the reader through the topics of that chapter. Known for balanced examples of Service, Retail, Nonprofit and
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Manufacturing companies, Hilton offers a clear, engaging writing style that has been praised by instructors and students alike. As
in previous editions, there is significant coverage of contemporary topics such as activity-based costing, target costing, the value
chain, customer profitability analysis, and throughput costing while also including traditional topics such as job-order costing,
budgeting and performance evaluation.
The success of every business in the hospitality industry depends on maximizing revenues and minimizing costs. This Ninth
Edition continues its time-tested presentation of fundamental concepts and analytical techniques that are essential to taking
control of real-world accounting systems, evaluating current and past operations, and effectively managing finances toward
increased profits. It offers hands-on coverage of computer applications and practical decision-making skills to successfully prepare
readers for the increasingly complex and competitive hospitality industry.
You'll find the tools you need to help work through end-of-chapter assignments with these working papers. The preformatted files
provide a starting point by giving you a basic structure for journal entries and problems.
Fundamentals of Taxation emphasizes a hands-on approach to tax education. It's a Taxation textbook designed to expose
beginning tax students to tax law, but to also teach the practical intricacies involved in the preparation of tax forms and tax returns.
To train tomorrow's tax preparers to handle the complex U.S. tax law, the Fundamentals of Taxation textbook and Connect author
team have devised four primary teaching advantages: Organized to closely follow the IRS tax forms. Actual tax forms are
incorporated throughout the text, giving students the opportunity to understand the principles behind tax law while they learn how
to work with clients to obtain the information they will need to complete tax forms. Proper reporting of tax issues are illustrated. The
authors present a tax issue, discuss the legal requirements, illustrate the proper tax form placement, and show the completed form
in the text, mixing practical and legal implications of tax preparation. Integration of an individual income tax software package
(TaxACT). The authors supplement the text with citations of relevant tax authorities, such as the Internal Revenue Code, Treasury
Regulations, Revenue Rulings, Revenue Procedures, and court cases.
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